
P-touch 9700PC/9800PCN 
Professional PC labelling 
machines with advanced 
labelling functions.
Print high quality, durable labels  
up to 36mm in width, using the  
built-in USB or network ports and  
the included label design software.
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The need for labelling
Help organise your workplace with clear, high quality, durable labels, office stationery, archive 
folders, company assets, shelving, parts labelling and custom signage are just some of the many 
applications. Whether you need one or a hundred labels at a time, a Brother P-touch 9700PC or 
P-touch 9800PCN will help ensure your day-to-day work runs as efficiently as you need it to.  
And with the wide variety of tape widths and colours available you’re sure to find one suitable for 
your needs.

Bring efficiency and organisation through  
clear identification of your items

P-touch laminated labels are designed to withstand 
extreme conditions
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The P-touch 9700PC and P-touch 9800PCN
Developed for the professional user and boasting the highest print resolutions and speeds in this 
category of labelling machine, these two flagship PC labelling machines are able to use all the 
widths, colours and materials available in the TZ and HG tape ranges, producing professional, 
durable and customised labels on demand.

Both models incorporate an advanced cutter that either fully cuts the label, or just cuts half way 
through, so your labels can be printed in one long strip and simply peeled individually when 
required. P-touch Editor, Brother’s professional label design software is included as standard and 
offers a comprehensive range of functions to print information such as barcodes, images and 
data stored in various database formats.

Features Ptouch 9700PC Ptouch 9800PCN

Print resolutions of up to 720x360dpi HG ✓ ✓

Print speeds of up to 80mm/second HG ✓ ✓

Accepts tape cassettes from 3.5mm to 36mm ✓ ✓

Easy label change cassette system ✓ ✓

Professional label design software included ✓ ✓

Advanced cutter with full & half cut capabilities ✓ ✓

Print up to 5,000 labels per print job* ✓ ✓

Supports over 15 popular 1D & 2D barcode protocols* ✓ ✓

Link to data in  .xls, .mdb files & SQL server databases* ✓ ✓

Automatic date/time printing capability* ✓ ✓

Advanced image dithering for high-quality images* ✓ ✓

Network ready ✓

Network printer administration software included ✓

Network label editing software included ✓

Stand-alone barcode label copying capability ✓

Windows Server 2003 support ✓

Windows Server 2008 support ✓

HG Using professional HG tape cassettes   * Using P-touch Editor 5 label design software

If you need durable, customised labels from 
3.5 to 36mm in width, the P-touch 9700PC and 
P-touch 9800PCN are the most professional 
P-touch labelling machines available.
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The P-Touch 9700PC

Developed for the professional user and boasting the highest print resolutions and speeds in this
category of labeling machine, this flagship PC labeling machine is able to use all the widths, 
colours and materials available in the TZ and HG tape ranges, producing professional, durable and 
customised lables on demand.

This model incorporates an advanced cutter that either fully cuts the label, or just cuts half way 
through, so your labels can be printed in one long strip and simply peeled individually when 
required. P-touch editor, Brother’s professional label design software is included as standard and 
offers a comprehensive range of functions to print information such as barcodes, images and data 
stored in various database formats.



Common features found on both models
Both the P-touch 9700PC and P-touch 9800PCN are based on the same durable printing 
mechanism, and using the specialist HG tape cassettes, boast an impressive print speed of up to 
80mm/second, and a print resolution up to 720 x 360 dpi for perfect image printing. When printing 
multiple labels, the built-in advanced cutter will keep the labels attached to the backing paper. 
This ensures that labels are kept in the correct order, and also makes peeling the labels easier 
from the backing material. Advanced label editing software and a tape cassette are supplied as 
standard, making both models ready for use straight out of the box.

Advanced cutter to keep sequential labels in  
the correct order

TZ and HG tape cassettes are extremely quick  
and easy to change
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